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Our products are available through the
UK's leading builders merchants, local
independant merchants and garden
centres nationally.
View our complete range of products
online at www.corelp.co.uk where you
will also find helpful installation guides,
case studies and technical data sheets all
available to download.

COMPANY

CORE Landscape Products design,
manufacture and supply high quality
eco-friendly products that are built to last
and require minimal maintenance.

Each and every product is specifically
designed to provide a long term solution
and minimise the impact of construction
on the environment.

We are proud to say our products are
manufactured in strict accordance with
ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 standards.
These standards are implemented from
raw material acquisition to delivery of the
finished article.

Where possible we source recycled
materials to engineer our products
reducing our carbon footprint.
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CORE PATH

We supply a full range of
bagged decorative aggregates
view online at corelp.co.uk

CORE PATH

Self Install the perfect gravel
pathway...
Over 60% less gravel required when using CORE PATH
CORE Path gravel stabiliser grid creates a
perfectly firm surface that makes gravel a
great choice for pedestrian and disabled
access.
It is incredibly easy to install making it
ideal for DIY patios and garden paths. By
preventing the gravel from moving around
underfoot it stops it migrating onto

surrounding surfaces meaning very little
maintenance is required.
Available in two sheet sizes, both the handy
pack and the larger sheet are suitable for
gravel up to 14mm in diameter.

Our CORE Path grid has been used
in many show gardens since its
conception in 2011 and has been
featured in award winning gardens
at the RHS Chelsea Flower Show for
the past four consecutive years.

The 18mm deep honeycomb structure is
made from 100% recycled material and
has a high quality weed membrane firmly
attached to the underside.

RHS CHELSEA
FLOWER SHOW 2016
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CORE DRIVE

Samples of our CORE Drive range
are free and available upon request,
give our team a call today to order
yours!

0800 118 22 78

CORE DRIVE

CORE DRIVE

Gravel is one of the most attractive,
economical and versatile surfaces on earth.
But without help, it’s inclined to move
around, creating ridges and ending up
where it shouldn’t. We have the perfect
solution.
Our stabilising cellular grids create a
naturally porous base into which gravel sits
– and stays! It’s easy to lay, inexpensive and
very, very attractive.
CORE Drive’s honeycomb grid construction
provides tightly packed pockets of loose
gravel which create a completely porous
hard standing, allowing extreme pressure

from vehicular traffic to be applied without
the aggregate displacing, this makes
CORE drive gravel grid more practical and
versatile than other more costly paving
options.
Our unique manufacturing technique
enables us to heat weld a high quality
geotextile membrane to the underside
of every panel. This heat weld attaches
the membrane firmly to the honeycomb
structure and creates a tray for the gravel
to sit in, this prevents the gravel from
migrating under the cell wall which would
otherwise cause the honeycomb structure
to rise and become exposed making it
susceptible to irreparable damage.
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CORE DRIVE

Virtually invisible...
Yet incredibly strong!

Each of the CORE Drive panels has a high
quality geotextile membrane heat welded
to the underside of the grid.
The interlocking mechanism on all four
sides allows all adjacent panels to be
connected in every direction forming a
continuous matrix across the entire surface.
The heat welded membrane combined
with the continuous matrix creates an
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extremely strong structure which has
enabled us to create some incredibly thin
and unobtrusive grid systems that are
virtually invisible when filled.
Our grids will greatly reduce your gravel
consumption by up to 60% and can be
used on slopes up to 20% gradient (1in5)
and are available in either a black recycled
PP mix or a white virgin PP. Both are fully
recyclable at end of life!

Use our online 'grid selector' to assist you
in choosing the best grid for your project.
We have a range or gravel stabiliser grids
specifically designed for:
Pathways
Domestic Driveways
Sloped Driveways
Access Roads
Grass Car Parks
Commercial Parking
HGV through-traffic

CORE DRIVE

Whether your project is a sloping domestic drive or
a heavily trafficked commercial parking area…
We will have the grid you are looking for!
PDF

www.corelp.co.uk

0800 118 2278

We are one of the UK’s leading ground reinforcement experts and have specifically
designed and manufactured a range of products each intended for a specific traffic load
and site condition.
We have a technical team on hand to deal with any site specific queries and an
online library of product specification sheets, install guides and case studies available to
download.
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CORE COMMERCIAL

CORE COMMERCIAL

CORE Commercial grids have been
specifically developed to withstand heavy
commercial traffic. This is the ideal gravel
stabilisation system for car parks, access
roads and caravan parks.

With our patented 'quick lock' joining
mechanism the grids can be installed
quickly and easily. The high loading
capacity makes it suitable for all traffic
types including fire service vehicles.

Whether you are looking to create a fully
SUDS compliant build up or simply a
low cost, free draining surface capable
of withstanding heavy traffic, CORE
Commercial grid is the perfect wearing
course.

With an incredible coverage rate of 24m2
per tonne of aggregate this really is one
of the most cost effective, SUDS compliant
surfaces in today's market.

The perforated HDPE base provides
maximum stability whilst allowing the
water to flow freely through the system.
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Available in both black and white with
contrasting 'plug-in' markers to create
parking bays, this system will comply
with current UK building regulations for
commercial car parks.

CORE COMMERCIAL

Perfect for a fully SUDS compliant build up

CORE COMMERCIAL has been
DIN14090 approved for Fire Services
access roads.

CORE BOUND

CORE BOUND

CORE Bound’s unique two-layer design
consists of a plastic honeycomb base that
provides strength and durability, topped
with your choice of dried aggregate set
in resin. This system can be used for both
pathways and driveways.
The combination of these two layers
creates a strong surface that is aesthetically
pleasing, 100% porous and wheelchair
accessible. Most importantly CORE Bound
can be laid without the need for a preexisting hard surface, unlike traditional
resin bound installations.
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We recommend using our CORE
Commercial grid as the base layer for your
resin bound surface, it is arguably one
the strongest and most durable gravel
stabiliser grids available in today’s market.
The CORE Commercial grid is filled flush
with an inexpensive loose aggregate, this
reduces the amount of resin and dried
aggregate required which will save you
money! Then a 15mm resin bound overlay
is installed for pathways/patios or a 2030mm resin bound layer for driveways and
access roads.

CORE BOUND

CORE Bound porous resin system
was installed at the Four Freedoms
Park, New York.

CORE EQUESTRIAN

CORE Equestrian grid can be filled
with all traditional equine tread
layers for riding areas as well as
gravel for vehicular traffic.

CORE EQUESTRIAN

CORE EQUESTRIAN

Our CORE Equestrian grid is made from
pure grade high density polyethylene
which means it is permanently elastic,
this not only promotes natural horse
movement but also provides a sturdy and
reliable surface for riding on.
The high elasticity means it can withstand
the immense pressure from the horse's
hooves and will not crack.
Each sheet has an interlocking mechanism
on all four sides which allows all adjacent
panels to be connected in every direction.
This creates a continuous matrix across the
entire surface and greatly improves load
distribution.

This grid will allow you to have a free
draining arena, paddock or menage that
can be used all year round.
The grid creates a separation layer
between the ground and traffic load
to prevent the surface from becoming
saturated and subsequently ‘churned up’,
this is escpecially helpfull in those high
trafficked areas around feeding stations
and frequently used gateways.
Also suitable for vehicular access including
horse boxes and fire engines.
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CORE GRASS

CORE Grass reinforcement grid
has been approved for use on fire
service access roads.

CORE GRASS

CORE GRASS

Our CORE Grass reinforcement range
is environmentally friendly and has the
strength to withstand high levels of
traffic.

Our CORE Grass HD provides a load
bearing of up to 280 t/m2, making it
suitable for heavy vehicles and high
traffic loads.

CORE Grass, features a unique lateral
drainage system that allows water to
move horizontally through the grid
just below the surface. This allows
stormwater to permeate evenly across
the entire surface, protecting the turf
from unnecessary erosion and providing
even, consistent growth.

Made from pure grade HDPE it remains
permanently elastic enabling it to absorb
immense pressure from heavy vehicles
and livestock.

CORE Grass Protector provides cost
effective protection from wear and
erosion caused by pedestrian and
vehicular traffic without the need for
excavation, it simply creates a separation
layer between the user and the surface.
Perfect for both permanent and
temporary applications, it can be used
for overflow parking, DDA compliant
and pedestrian access routes or light
construction machinery.
It is quick and easy to install, simply pin
to your existing grass surface and it is
immediatley ready for use.
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CORE EDGE

CORE EDGE

CORE Edge is the perfect edge restraint for
a variety of applications and materials. Ideal
for creating bold lines and subtle curves. It
is quick and easy to install using the 'slide
and lock' mechanism so no specialist tools
are required, just a mallet, pliers and a
block of wood.
These flexible galvanised steel edgings
are available in a range of finishes; CorTen steel, bright zinc galvanised or four
powder coated RAL colours; black, brown,
green or grey.
We have 3 types of edging:
Domestic Edging (1.6mm thick steel)
Trade Edging (2.5mm thick steel)
Tabbed Edging (1.6mm thick steel)
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Our Domestic edging is one of the most
cost effective steel edgings available.
The thicker Trade edging is designed
for commercial applications and is also
available in longer lengths.
The tabbed edging is specially designed for
use with artificial grass, allowing the grass
to be glued to the tabs for easy installation.
We have a range of both internal and
external preformed 900 corner edgings
that can be easily adjusted to create any
angle.
This combination of flexible curves and
precise angles allow for endless design
possibilities.

CORE EDGE

All CORE Edge flexible steel
edgings are manufactured to the
highest standards with an average
20 micron zinc coating and a 110
micron polyester powder colour
coat.

CORE LAWN

Samples of our artificial grass range
are free and available upon request,
give our team a call today to order
yours!

0800 118 22 78

CORE LAWN

CORE LAWN

Our CORE Lawn artificial grass range is
designed to mimic natural grass as closely
as possible with a thick curly thatch and
multi-tone filaments, they are without
doubt amongst the most realistic synthetic
turfs available in today’s market.

with ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 standards.
These standards are implemented from
raw material acquisition to delivery of
the finished article, our specialist sports
turfs have been awarded FIFA, SGS and CE
certification.

No other UK company can offer such
outstanding value for money. Perfect for
pets and children, suitable in commercial
or domestic applications.

One of the main reasons people decide to
go for a fake lawn is that there is minimal
maintenance required. No weeding, no
mowing and no mud.

“GET A LOW MAINTENANCE AND
ATTRACTIVE LAWN 365 DAYS OF
THE YEAR”

Your artificial lawn will stay looking great
all year round whatever the weather so you
can say goodbye to waterlogged grass,
messy pets and muddy footprints.

We are proud to say our artificial lawns
are manufactured in strict accordance
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CORE DECK

CORE DECK

Our composite decking and joists are
made from a combination of 100% FSC®
certified timber by-products and recycled
high density polyethylene. (60% recycled
wood fibres and 40% recycled plastic).
By combining the natural look and feel of
timber with the strength and durability
of plastic, we have created a solution to
traditional decking’s biggest problems.
This makes great use of post-consumer
waste, and helps to conserve the earth’s
precious natural resources… in effect it is
plastic wood decking.

“EASY TO INSTALL AND EVEN
EASIER TO MAINTAIN”
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During the manufacturing process, a high
quality UV stabiliser is added in order to
counteract premature colour fade.
Our unique angled deck board creates
the perfect stair nosing or seamless deck
edging. A range of WPC decking joists and
adjustable podium legs are also available –
meaning the whole installation will stand
the test of time.
Our deck boards will not warp, rot or
splinter like wood, and require no more
than periodic cleaning using a mild
detergent.

Our high quality stainless ste
fixings will not rust, the co
fixing system means no scr
visible providing a modern
contemporary finish.

CORE DECK

teel
oncealed
rews are

Samples of our composite decking
range are free and available upon
request, give our team a call today
to order yours!

0800 118 22 78

CORE DRAINAGE
Sub surface fin drainage for
permeable driveways.

Spine drainage for water-logged
sports field.

CORE Drainage can effectively
capture sub surface water and
transport it away.

Basement & retaining wall water
proofing schemes.

Roof garden and green roofing
drainage layer.

CORE DRAINAGE

One new innovative product for
several age old drainage
problems...
On average a CORE Drainage Cell has five times the infiltration
rate than a traditional land drain coil.
CORE Drainage cells provide an efficient
water drainage solution to a variety of
applications such as:

The construction of the cells allow water
to flow evenly across the surface, avoiding
areas of water build up.

Sub surface drainage for permeable
driveways.

CORE Drainage cells are made from
recycled polypropylene and are extremely
lightweight and strong.

Retaining
wall,
abutment
basement waterproofing

&

Roof gardens and green roofs
Spine drainage for saturated sports
fields and lawns.

When installed vertically and wrapped
in a geotextile membrane they form a
highly effective fin drain, incredibly thin
and unobtrusive with immense water-flow
capabilities.
Laid flat they form an effective horizontal
drainage void making them ideal for
podiums, planters and rooftop gardens.
With a rapid install time and ease of
transportation these cells are the ideal
solution to sub surface drainage and for
use in SUDS compliant driveways.
The cells can be connected together to
form drainage runs into soakaways or
flower borders.
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CORE GEOCELL

CORE GEOCELL

The CORE Geocell cellular confinement
system is a matrix of lightweight,
expandable and flexible thermoplastic
strips that are ultrasonically bonded to
form a strong, dimensionally stable and
inert honeycomb structure.
CORE Geocell is fabricated from a High
Density Polyethylene (HDPE). The cell walls
are perforated creating permeable walls to
allow water to drain through the system.
When filled with granular materials, the
system creates a three dimensional erosion
control barrier and structural bridge that
uniformly distributes weight-bearing
loads. The cellular nature of CORE Geocell
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enhances drainage and prevents build-up
of hydrostatic pressure.

“A CORE GEOCELL FILLED WITH A
LOOSE AGGREGATE HAS 3 TIMES
THE WEIGHT BEARING CAPABILITIES
OF THE LOOSE AGGREGATE ALONE.”
CORE Geocell reduces the depth of
excavation; resultant spoil and amount of
subbase material required.
This will not only save you time and money
but will also reduce the environmental
impact of your project.

CORE GEOCELL

Please see the ‘Installation & Application’
tab on our website corelp.co.uk to find
out more information about how geocells
can be used in different applications:

Our in-house expert team can supply
tailored pinning specifications for your
project and assist with any site specific
queries you may have.
PDF

Erosion Control / Slope Protection
Temporary Tracks / Load Support
Channel Protection
Earth Retention

www.corelp.co.uk

CORE ROOT PROTECTION

CORE ROOT PROTECTION

CORE TREE ROOT
PROTECTION

Due to the rate of urbanisation within
the UK it is becoming increasingy more
common to find mature trees with Tree
Preservation Order (TPO's) located in areas
of urban development. Failure to comply
with a TPO is treated as a serious offence
towards the environment.
Constructing a surface that can take
vehicular traffic without digging and
disturbing the feeder roots of the tree
has become a major problem for many
developers.

CORE TREE ROOT PROTECTOR IS
THE SOLUTION!

Suitable for the construction of permanent
and temporary access roads where access
is limited by the presence of tree roots.
The CORE Tree Root Protection system
provides a sturdy porous structure that
spreads the weight of traffic loads and
eliminates the requirement to dig down.
Failure to install a Tree Root Protection
System could result in the surface
becoming compacted and rutted resulting
in minimal oxygen and nutrient exchange
to the roots, ultimately destroying the tree,
damaging the environment and exposing
yourself to the heavy fines imposed for
breaching a TPO.
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CORE GREEN ROOF

CORE GREEN ROOF

CORE Green Roofing products offer an
affordable opportunity to install a DIY
green roof. Its a great way you to utilise
wasted space and provide much needed
wildlife habitats in urban areas.

Green roofs also offer an innovative way to
meet planning requirements and positively
contribute to sustainability and local
biodiversity, as such, they are often looked
on favourably by planning authorities.

By improving the energy performance of
your building green roofs help to meet
standards such as the Code for Sustainable
Homes and BREEAM. Did you know that a
green roof can add an extra 6.92% on an
Eco-Homes score.

Our sedum trays and edge restraints
are perfect for pitched roofs, whilst our
innovative drainage boards form the
ideal base for wild meadow and lawned
landscapes. By combining our green roof
products with our WPC decking or artificial
grass you can create a perfectly usable
space and increase your living area.

The vegetation and various components
help to protect the roofs surface from
harmful UV radiation and the elements,
increasing its lifespan 2-3 fold, saving you
money in the long term.
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For detailed advice on building a green
roof make sure you refer to the National
Building specifications and the new CIRA
guidelines .

CORE GREEN ROOF

CORE GLOW

CORE GLOW

CORE GLOW

CORE Glow harness' natural and artificial
light to emit a magical glow when dark
that can last for hours.
When exposed to daylight or an artifical
light source the phosphorescent material
becomes excited and will maintain an
afterglow initially very radient, then
slowly dissipating as dawn arrives.
Made
from
completely
natural
compounds, CORE Glow is not harmful
or toxic and can be used anywhere; on
pathways, patios, water features, flower
pots and decorative borders.

CORE Glow is also very strong. So strong
in fact that it can withstand vehicular
traffic. You can set it in tarmacadam,
concrete and resin surfaces or scatter it
over loose gravel.

CORE Glow is available in large rocks,
flat stones, pebbles and gravels and in a
range beautiful colours.

“ECO-FRIENDLY, NON-TOXIC &
COMPLETELY HARMLESS!”
CORE Glow is waterproof too, making it
ideal for adding the finishing touch to
any fish tank or aquariums.
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Gravel Stabiliser Grid
Grass Reinforcement Grid
Resin Bound Surfacing
Equestrian Ground Reinforcement
Landscape Edging
Artificial Grass
Composite Wood Decking
Drainage Board
Geocell Confinement
Tree Root Protection Grid
Green Roof Systems
Geogrids & Membranes
Bagged Aggregates
Glowing Aggregates

UNITS 1-3 CALVES LANE YARD
BELLSWOOD LANE
IVER, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
SL0 0LU

t | 0800 118 2278

e | sales@corelp.co.uk

